Coffee Brief
Date: July 2, 2022
Preparedness Levels & Alaska Fire Activity
Alaska

5

Light Initial Attack Activity

National

2

New Fires and Acres: 6 fires for 1,808 acres

There are currently14 staffed fires not part of complexes, and 4 staffed complexes. Yesterday’s large fire growth was ~236,610 acres
Sources: National and AICC Situation Report

Prioritized Incident Details

Source: AMAC Incident Prioritization List, ICS-209s

Resources

AVIATION
TFR on fire #427 South Fork (DAS)
FDC 2/7307 ZAN AK..AIRSPACE 10NM NE DELTA, AK..TEMPORARY FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS WI AN AREA DEFINED AS 5NM RADIUS OF 641100N1452200W (BIG018014.2) SFC-7000FT TO PROVIDE A
SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR FIRE FIGHTING ACFT OPS. PURSUANT TO 14 CFR SECTION 91.137(A)(2) TEMPORARY FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS ARE IN EFFECT. NORTHERN FORESTRY DISPATCH CENTER TEL
907-451-2680 OR FREQ 120.750/SOUTH FORK FIRE IS IN CHARGE OF THE OPS. ANCHORAGE /ZAN/ ARTCC TEL 907-269-1103 IS THE FAA CDN FACILITY. 2207030430-2207230700

1EB took a rock to the prop – out of service until further notice
T-562 arriving today
T-52 out of service
T-540 for State protection only

SMOKEJUMPERS
Anticipated smokejumpers available: 19
~ 117 SMKJ’s committed + 3 as single resources (2 boat operators and 1 ICT3 trainee)
• #346(FAS): AA-1MZ, ASM-B4
• #225(TAD): 1 load SMKJ, couldn't find cabin came home diverted to #296(FAS) where they kicked 12 SMKJs out the door
#427(DAS): AA-2GA, S-260/262, requested jumpers and tanker, sent B9, T-101, T-162, ASM-A4. S-261/263 swapped out other set on
refuel. B-4 flew last aerial supervision mission. J-09 deployed 8
• #429(TAS): requested 2 loads SMKJ and A/A, sent AA-0AX.

Smokejumper Demobilizations
Yesterday: #352 (8), #349 (4); #408 (8); Bean Complex (~10); and #369 (4)
Planned for today: #294 (4) and #395 (8) into Fort Yukon

CREWS

There will be a lot of crew movement today as the latest jet load gets into position

Jet #6 Allocations
Tallac IHC - Clear
Lassen IHC – Poorman Complex
Mendocino IHC - Goose
Plumas IHC - Clear

OVERHEAD/TEAMS
87 pending overhead requests

NICC JET MOVEMENT
7/3 - No Jet Movement
7/4 - Jet #7
Arroyo Grande IHC
Texas Canyon IHC
Crane Valley IHC
Fulton IHC
7/5 - Jet #1 - Demob of Jet #1 out of FBK
Union IHC
ZigZag IHC
Entiat IHC
Winema IHC
Rogue River
*Last work day for these crews = 7/3, travel to Fairbanks on 7/4, fly out on the Jet 7/5

7/8 - Jet #2 - Demob of Jet #2 out of FBK
Redmond IHC
Prineville IHC
La Grande IHC
Vale IHC
* Last work day = 7/6, travel to Fairbanks 7/7, fly out on the Jet 7/8

Source: IROC Reports, National Smokejumper Status Report & AICC Documentation

Weather Summary

High pressure aloft is centered along the Al-Can border and is providing very warm temperatures to mainland Alaska. Humidity is low but not
terribly so.
Thunderstorms today through Monday will mainly develop in the central and eastern Interior, and there will likely be several thousand strikes
today and Monday, with a good chance of starting new fires due to the dryness of the fuels and the limited potential for these thunderstorms
to produce wetting rains. Temperatures will also be very warm for the Interior through the holiday weekend, with widespread upper 70s and
80s.
Next week, low pressure may move into western Alaska from the Bering Sea. Such a development would bring wetter and cooler conditions
to the western part of the state, but would leave much of the Interior and the Panhandle with continued warm and mainly dry conditions.
Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook

Fuels/Fire Potential

Surface fuels continue to respond to the warmer and drier weather. FFMC values are highest across the eastern Interior and holding relatively
steady in the Mat-Su and on the Kenai Peninsula. Expect FFMCs to remain elevated across much of the state in the coming days. Southwest
Alaska is still experiencing growth on existing fires due to dryness of live fuels, which is not captured in FFMC. There will be continued large fire
growth in areas with good ventilation. Fire growth can either be fuels or wind driven. Increased smoke production may limit fire spread.
Subsurface drying is the main driver of fire spread. The Duff Moisture Code (DMC), which is the main component of the Buildup Index (BUI) this
time of year, is at extremely dry levels across areas of the Interior, Southwest and South Central. The footprint of extreme values is increasing
daily given current weather. The dry duff layers increase fireline intensity and resistance to control, requiring more time and effort to manage.
As the drying continues, the increasing resistance to control will slowly begin to increase the resistance to extinguishment as deeper fuels dry.
South Central currently does not have large fires, but fuels are conducive to support spruce-driven fire spread with any new ignitions.
BUIs are increasing across greater areas of Alaska and continue to support large fire growth across the state.
When encountering a mismatch between a point value based on actual weather observations and the background grid, please discount the
grid and go with the points.
Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook

Fuels Status Alaska Fire and Fuels Map

Click on the following images for direct links to the maps.
FFMC

DMC

For additional fuels information visit https://akff.mesowest.org/
Sources: AICC Predictive Services – Fuels/Fire Danger web page, Alaska Fire & Fuels web page

The Coffee Brief is posted at PLs 4 and 5 only.
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